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Following is a paper describing concerns relevant to the orthography of the Fuyug 
[fu’jug] language of Central Province. Data for this paper was collected between 1988 
and 1997. Areas covered include the phonological system, morphophonemics, word 
divisions, and treatment of loan words. There is also discussion on the dialect  and 
literacy situation, as well as discussion on the orthographies of related and trade 
languages, especially in regard to their implications on the orthography of Fuyug. In 
conclusion there are decisions made regarding changes to the existing orthography. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper I will discuss the various linguistic and sociolinguistic factors relevant to Fuyug [fu’jug] 

orthography. As there is already an established orthography, developed by the Roman Catholic Church1, in 
reality I am discussing necessary changes and what implications there are in those changes. 

The Fuyug language is spoken in the Owen Stanley Mountains of Central Province, near the border 
with Oro Province. It is approximately 100 kilometres north of Port Moresby. The language group is 
bounded by the Tauade language to the north, Kuni to the west, and Mt. Koiari to the south. There are 
approximately 18,000 speakers. Fuyug is a Papuan language of the Goilalan family, Eastern New Guinea 
Stock. The other languages in the family are Biangai, Kunimaipa, Tauade, and Weri. 

2. PHONOLOGICAL SYSTEM 

2.1 Phonemes 
The 14 consonants and 5 vowels of the language are shown in Tables 1 and 2  below: 

 
  Labial Coronal Velar 

Obstruents     
 voiceless p [p ph] t [t th] k [ k kh] 
 voiced b [b] d [d] g [g] 

Fricatives     
 voiceless f [f] s [s]  
 voiced v [v]   

Nasals  m [m] n [n η]  
Semivowels  w [w] j [j]  

Liquid   l [l r]  

Table 1: Fuyug Consonant Phonemes 
 
 

 Front Back 
High i [i í] u [u ú] 
Mid ε [ε εi é] o [o ó] 
Low  a [a á] 

Table 2: Fuyug Vowel Phonemes 

                                                           
1 In the area since the 1910’s; has produced 4850+ pages of materials; see Bradshaw, 1994 for a listing of 
these materials. 
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2.2 Phonological rules 
Below are the phonological rules that occur in the language. For examples and further discussion see 

Bradshaw 1996a. 

The voiceless obstruents are aspirated word finally and before the high front vowel: 
 
 1) /p, t, k/      --->     [ph, th, kh]/_____#, _____i 
                               [p, t, k]/_____ 
 
 /kapap/  [ka’paph]  ‘lame’ 
 /aputi/  [a’puthi]   ‘man’s name’  
 

The coronal nasal assimilates to the point of articulation of the following velar consonant: 

 
 2) /n/ ---> [η]/_____ C 
             [+ velar] 
               [n]/_____ 

 
 /jangos/  [jáη’gos]   ‘rain’ 
 /inamada/ [í’námada]  ‘heavy’ 
 

The liquid freely fluctuates between the lateral and the flap in all environments: 
 
 3) /l/ --> [l] ~ [r]/_____ 

 
 /amul/  [á’mul] ~ [á’mur]  ‘woman’  
 

The mid front vowel is realized as the glide [εi ] word finally, and before a word final consonant: 
 
 4) /ε/ --> [εi  ]/_____(C)# 
             [ε]/_____ 

 
 /εs/   [‘εis]   ‘child’ 
 /afomεmε/ [a’fómεmεi  ]  ‘waiting’ 
 

Vowels are nasalized before nasal consonants and remain oral elsewhere: 
 
 5) V --> [+ nasal]/_____   C 
     [+  nasal] 
 
 /in/   [‘ín]  ‘pandanus’ 
 /is/   [‘is]   ‘space’ 
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3. MORPHOPHONEMICS 
Following are the morphophonemic alternations in the language. For further examples and further 

discussion see Bradshaw 1996a. The orthography takes into account the morphophonemic rules so that a 
phonemic spelling is necessary.  A morphophonemic spelling is not acceptable, e.g.,  /em+ti/ > /enti/ > 
<enti> ‘in the house  (house-to).’ 

3.1 Assimilation 
The labial nasal /m/ becomes the coronal /n/ before the voiceless coronal obstruent /t/ at a morpheme 

boundary: 
 
 6)    C           + C 
              [+ labial] --> [+ coronal]/_______[+ coronal] 
 
 /im+ti/ > /inti/ > <inti> ‘in front of  (eye-to)’  

When written <imti> it is not accepted  as a valid word in the language. 
 

3.2 Consonant cluster simplification 
The liquid /l/ is deleted when it comes before the voiceless coronal obstruent /t/ at a morpheme 

boundary: 
 
 7)    C                                               + C 
  [+ liquid] --> 0 /_______[+ coronal] 

 
 /bul+ti/ > /buti/ > <buti> ‘in the land (land-to)’  

When written <bulti> it is not accepted as a valid word in the language. 

3.3 Consonant devoicing 
The voiced obstruents /b, d, g/ are devoiced (and then subsequently aspirated) when they are followed 

by a vowel or a voiceless consonant at a word boundary: 
 
 8)    C 
  [+ voiced] --> [- voiced]/_______##V 
  [+ back  ]                 /_______##C 
                         [- voiced] 
 
 /enamb fidan/ > /enamp fidan/ > <enamb fidan> ‘one road’ 

As this involves two distinct words to change the first makes it appear to be a different word. 
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3.4 Epenthesis 
The high front vowel /i/ is inserted between two consonants which make up a morpheme boundary, 

the first of which must not be a nasal or a liquid except for borrowed words. This also applies to borrowed 
words (e.g., spun ---> sipun), to break up consonant clusters. 
 
 9) 0         -->         V              /C_____ + C 
                      [ + high]       [- nasal] 
                      [ - back] 
 
 /alund+ti/ > /alunditi/ <alunditi> ‘in the garden (garden-to)’ 

Like 3.1 and 3.2, this involves one word and is perceived as wrong if written <alundti>. 
 

4. WORD DIVISIONS 
Most words are short (mainly one and two-syllable). Longer words are borrowed2 or verbal forms: 

 10) hindeladi 
  hindel     -a     -di 

come.out-SEP-IRR 
‘will come out’ 

One problem with word divisions is a tendency of some3 to write syllables as words4. Fast speech 
phenomena is sometimes written as it is said: 
 11) vana5 

that one 
‘that one’ 

There is also some confusion with compound verbs: 
 12) yetela6 

get come 
‘bring’ 

Instruction and practice in writing should correct these.  

                                                           
2 Especially reduplicated forms like menemene ‘prayer’ from Motu. 
3 Mainly poor writers. 
4  Probably due to the syllabic reading method used in the community schools. 
5 Should be written <va ana>. 
6 Should be written <ye tela>. 
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5. LOAN WORDS 
In the past loan words have followed the spelling in the original language. There are times when this 

is desirable, but often it has been the case that it has created more confusion. 

In certain publications a considerable number of words have been introduced into the 
language from Latin and English. Rather than being accommodated in spelling to Fuyuge 
orthography they are given in traditional English or Latin spellings. Thus, symbols which 
would not normally occur in the orthography have been added (c, h, x, w). Also ambiguous 
and redundant combinations of letters are made to occur in such words as “pascha”, “feast”, 
“peccate”, “assumption”, “ecclesia”, and many others, without any indication (italics, etc.) that 
a foreign spelling is used. 

It is acknowledged that familiarity with all English symbols is a step toward literacy in 
English for the Fuyuge people. However, the manner in which these symbols have been used 
is open to serious criticism as ambiguous and misleading. (Steinkraus and Pence, 1964:8-9) 

There are some problems when introducing letters that are not found in the language such as c, j and 
x. It is much better to spell them as closely to the Fuyug sound system as possible and then, only like the 
source language, if necessary. An example is John. There is no /dz/ in the language, so <j> must be used; 
<John> ‘John’.  

6. DIALECT SITUATION 

6.1 Lexical variation 
There is a 35% degree of lexical variation in the language7. Many are small variants, and those that 

are quite different are still understood by those of other dialects.  These do not affect the orthography, so it 
is possible to go with the ones of the North/South Udab dialect where I am presently working. 

                                                           
7  See Bradshaw 1994 for a listing of these variants. 
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6.2 Phonological variation 
There are few phonological variations. The most noteworthy is <h> word initially in the Central Udab 

and West dialects and its absence in the Northeast and North/South Udab dialects. Below are examples for 
the phonological variations: 
 
 Central Udab/West Northeast/North/South Udab 
h hal  ‘head’  -  al   ‘head’ 
t itede ‘bites’  d  idede  ‘bites’ 
v tov  ‘tail’  f  tof   ‘tail’ 
-ts  gats ‘will go’  -di  gadi  ‘will go’ 
 
 Dilava sub-dialect Others       
- adego ‘sits’  N, m, n andengo ‘sits’ 
 enab ‘road’    enamb  ‘road’ 
 
 Silim sub-dialect Others       
u yungu  ‘stand’  o  yungo  ‘stand’ 
n ondo ‘forehead’ -  odo   ‘forehead’ 
k kolum ‘fish’  g  galum  ‘fish’ 
 
 West    Others       
s kusili ‘root’  f  kufili  ‘root’ 
a ga  ‘PERF’  e  ge   ‘perfective’ 

We will maintain the North/South Udab dialect spellings, except for the <h> of the Central Udab and 
West dialects. The <h> will be used to accommodate these two dialects and not pronounced in the other 
dialects.  Most variations are quite minor and so there is no difficulty in understanding between members 
of various dialects. 

6.3 Grammatical variation 
There has been no observed grammatical variation. 

6.4 Dialect groupings 
The language has been classified into four dialects as seen below: 

  
  Silim 
          NORTHEAST 
  Savo 
               East 
  N Udab 
          N/S UDAB 
  S Udab 
                                FUYUG 
              C UDAB 
                
        Dilava 
             WEST 
  Auga 

There are seven sub-dialects which form together to make four dialects. These dialects are at 95% 
cognate and so are classified into two areas (East and West) at 90% cognate. The two areas of East and 
West are 70% cognate.  
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7. LITERACY SITUATION 
The literacy level is quite low. In the 1950’s the Roman Catholic Church taught literacy in the 

language so some of the older people can read in the language. Presently all instruction in the community 
schools is in English. People have some limited reading ability in English, a few in Tok Pisin and very very 
few in Motu. Few complete grade 6. Those who do go to school do not have much confidence in reading 
Fuyug. Without a felt need to read, the motivation toward literacy will remain low. 

Presently we are involved in teaching a Vernacular Component for the fifth and sixth graders at the 
local community school. We have held a writer’s workshop in which seven people participated. We tried to 
hold a second one but no one came. We will try again in the future. There is no real interest on the part of 
the people toward literacy. The vernacular component is our only means of literacy involvement. 

We have collected 424 pages (508,343 bytes) of native authored materials and 20 pages (24,363 
bytes) of translated materials8 to date. There might not be a lot of motivation and interest but it is not time 
to give up yet either. The Gospel of Mark was published in 1994 and to date 53 copies have been sold. No 
one has commented about the orthography used. As far as psycholinguisitc testing, people are non-
committal and of the opinion that however I choose to spell or write things is all right. None of the existing 
Roman Catholic literature9 is in use; none is in circulation and the few remaining copies are located in 
Roman Catholic mission stations. Since the new priests do not know the language they are not using the 
materials. 

Following is a list of materials produced in the language by SIL: 
Alphabet book (with photos). 1992. 
Alphabet charts. 1993-5. 
Bibla-Vision. The Story of Christmas. 1982. New Life Literature (Pvt.) Ltd.: Sri Lanka. 
Dil Av Heneng Hul Malel. (Some of our written stories). 1996. Booklet of stories produced during the 

July 1996 Writer’s Workshop, including pictures drawn by children. 
Dil Tubuning Mul Mad (Traditional Values). 1991. Shell book. Summer Institute of Linguistics: 

Ukarumpa, EHP, Papua New Guinea. 
Fal hu hasolon hul apud (Creation Story). 1992. Shell book. Bible Translation Association of Papua 

New Guinea: Ukarumpa, EHP, Papua New Guinea. 
Family photo albums with captions. 1991. 
Hale Gudub And ala Amuli Kulubing ala (The Greedy Husbands and the Flying Fox Wives). 1996. 

Shell book. Curriculum Development Division, Language & Literacy Section: Waigani, 
NCD, Papua New Guinea. 

Hoy Ge Ovol Bidi (The Dog That Tricked The Pig). 1992. Shell book. Summer Institute of 
Linguistics: Ukarumpa, EHP, Papua New Guinea. 

Huni Dal Hul Sey? (Whose Friend Is He?). 1992. Shell book. Literacy and Awareness Secretariat: 
Waigani, NCD, Papua New Guinea. 

Ivola ala Gali ala (Kiko & Bake). 1991. Shell book. Summer Institute of Linguistics: Ukarumpa, 
EHP, Papua New Guinea. 

Iyale Sog (Arms & Legs). 1992. Shell book. Summer Institute of Linguistics: Ukarumpa, EHP, Papua 
New Guinea. 

Jesu Ge Sol Hene Ye Ifa Mala (Jesus Heals A Boy with an Evil Spirit). 1992. Shell book. Literacy 
and Awareness Secretariat: Waigani, NCD, Papua New Guinea. 

                                                           
8 This is shell books, etc, but does not include Scriptures - 44% of the New Testament has been translated 
so far. 
9 Translated by the old French priests. 
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Jesu Silav Koy An Hene Angideda Ye Ifa Mala (Jesus Heals A Demon-Possessed Man). 1993. Shell 
book. Literacy and Awareness Secretariat: Waigani, NCD, Papua New Guinea. 

Josep Hul Av (Joseph’s story). 1996. Chart paper story. 
Menemene Hul Holof (Worship Songs). 1997. Single page song sheet. 
Na Ge Tos Ye (I Shone The Torch). 1992. Shell book. Literacy and Awareness Secretariat: Waigani, 

NCD, Papua New Guinea. 
Ovol Hene Ge Boye (The Lost Pig). 1990. Shell book. Summer Institute of Linguistics: Ukarumpa, 

EHP, Papua New Guinea. 
Ovol Kagavan Pugi (Pugi The Strong Pig). 1992. Shell book. Literacy and Awareness Secretariat: 

Waigani, NCD, Papua New Guinea. 
Papua New Guinea (Leaders in Papua New Guinea). 1991. Shell book. Literacy and Awareness 

Secretariat: Waigani, NCD, Papua New Guinea. 
Story charts for vernacular component. 1996-7. 
Suwind Palupalu Ge Tauniti Ga (Froggie Goes to Town). 1992. Shell book. Summer Institute of 

Linguistics, Ukarumpa, EHP, Papua New Guinea. 
The Bible Society of Papua New Guinea. 1994. Mak hul Buk (The Gospel of Mark - Fuyug 

language).  Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea. 
Various stories produced by the children in the Vernacular Component. 1997. 
Yo Da Kolosi (Let’s Play). 1994. Shell book. Literacy and Awareness Secretariat: Waigani, NCD, 

Papua New Guinea. 

8. PREVIOUS ORTHOGRAPHY 
The Roman Catholic Church has been in the area since the 1910’s and has written 4850+ pages of 

materials in the language10. The orthography includes the following: 

                                                           
10  See Bradshaw 1994 for a complete listing. 
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 Letter Phonemic Form  RCC Orth. Proposed Orth. Gloss 
 a  /an/     <an>  <an>   ‘man’ 
 b  /bola/    <bola>  <bola>   ‘leave’ 
* c  /kεlist/    <christe> <kerist>   ‘Christ’ 
 d  /dini/    <dini>  <dini>   ‘1p-EMP’ 
 e  /εta/    <eta>  <eta>   ‘say’ 
 f  /fuful/    <fufur>  <fuful>   ‘pain’ 
 g  /gε/     <ge>  <ge>   ‘go’ 
 h  /hεnga/    <henga>  <henga>   ‘go up’ 
 i  /if/     <if>   <if>    ‘name’ 
* j  /jangos/    <jangose> <yangos>  ‘rain’ 
 k  /koj/    <ko>  <koy>11   ‘bad’ 
 l  /ladi/    <ladi>  <ladi>   ‘meet’ 
 m  /malεlε/    <malele> <malele>  ‘becoming’ 
 n  /na/     <na>  <na>   ‘1s’ 
 o  /hongol/    <ongo>  <hongol>  ‘near’ 
 p  /paska/    <paska>  <paska>   ‘Easter’ 
* r  /hulin/    <urine>  <hulin>   ‘pot’ 
 s  /sεsad/    <sesa>  <sesad>   ‘long’ 
 t  /tu/     <tu>  <tu>   ‘they two’ 
 u  /ul/     <ur>  <ul>   ‘his’ 
 v  /val/    <va>  <val>   ‘back there’ 
 w  /val/    <wal>12  <val>   ‘back there’ 
* x  /kulus/    <crux>  <kurus>   ‘cross’ 
 y  /jils/    <years>  <yirs>   ‘years’ 

* Roman Catholic Church Orthographic symbols that are proposed to be changed. 

The following changes would need to be made to the established orthography: 

The letters <c, x, w> were actually not taught to the children in the language in the 1950’s. <c, h, w, 
x, y> were only used in other materials and <c, x, y> were only used in borrowed words, so these are not 
really changes in the strictest sense. 

<c> or <ch> should be replaced with <k>, and <x> with <s> as they are derived from English and 
Latin.  There is no need to add these extra symbols for a few borrowed words when the sounds already 
exist in the language in other graphemes. 

The <r> and the <l> function as one phoneme so they can be combined into the one grapheme <l>. 
<r> would only be used in the orthography in order to account for borrowed words since English, Tok 
Pisin and Motu all have both <l> and <r>. Otherwise there would be confusion in transferring to these 
languages. In non-borrowed words, the <l> would always be used for the phoneme /l/.  

<w> has sometimes been used for /v/ as in  /val/ <wal> ‘back there’.  <w> should only be used for 
/w/. 

                                                           
11  See Bradshaw 1996a and 1996b for discussion on diphthongs. 
12 This is not a /w/ here. There seems to be much confusion with <w> and <v>. /w/ is infrequent in the 
language and furthermore the Roman Catholic Church did not teach it. Presently a word like /kuwind/ 
‘wasp’ is often misspelled <kuvind>. Another example is <twelvistsi> ‘at twelve’; this however is 
borrowed. 
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The <‘> apostrophe has been used as in the English language to indicate contraction. It is not 
necessary, and only adds confusion. In these cases it is merely fast speech phenomenon, and so it would be 
best to write it as it would be said in slow speech (especially for reading). 
 
 /gε apa/ > /gapa/ (fast speech) > <ge apa> ‘that’s all’ 

 It would be written <g’apa> in the Roman Catholic Church orthography. 

9. ORTHOGRAPHIES USED IN RELATED LANGUAGES 
Below are the phonemes with their appropriate orthographic symbols for the four other languages in 

the Goilalan family. Fuyug has only /ε/ to change to <e> and /a/ to change to <a> in the orthography. Only 
Tauade has much influence on Fuyug. 

9.1 Biangai 
/a  β ∂ e  γ i k l m n η  o p    r s t    u w  j z/ 

<a b e ei g i k l m n ng o p,b r s t,d u w y z> 

9.2 Kunimaipa 
/a  b d ε    g γ i k l m n η o    p r s t u    β z/ 

<a b d e,ë g h i k l m n ñ o,ö p r s t u,ü v z> 

9.3 Tauade 
/ a e i k l m n o p t u v/ 

<a e i k l m n o p t u v> 

9.4 Weri 
/ a ε  I i k l m n η  o υ p   s t u w  j/ 

<a e ë i k l m n ng o ö p r s t u w y> 

10. NATIONAL AND TRADE LANGUAGE  ORTHOGRAPHIES 
Below are the orthographies for the national and trade languages used in the area (in order of usage). 

There is discussion on what letters would and would not be used in the Fuyug orthography. 

10.1 English 
 
 <a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z> 

<j> and <r> would be used in borrowed words. <c>, <q>, <x> and <z> would be written as <s>, <k>, 
<ks>, and <s> respectively. 

10.2 Motu 
 
 <a b d e g    h i k l m n o p r s t u v w> 

<r> would be used in borrowed words. <g> would be changed to <g>. 
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10.3 Tok Pisin 
 
 <a b d e f g h i j k l m n o p r s t u v w y> 

<j> and <r> would be used in borrowed words. 

11. CONCLUSION 
There is much unnecessary confusion by the addition of extra symbols. <c> or <ch> should be 

replaced with <k> or <s>, <j> with <y> except when it represents the phoneme /dz/. <l> should only be 
used  for /l/ except in borrowed words in which <r> would be used appropriate to the original language 
word. <x> should be replaced with <ks> or <s> as appropriate to the situation. <w> should be used for /w/ 
and <v> for /v/ consistently. 

<e> would be used in the orthography rather than <ε> in order to facilitate in the printing of materials 
in the language, and also to conform more closely in orthography to the national and trade languages. The 
same is done in Kunimaipa and Weri.  

Only these few changes need to be made to the established orthography, which should lessen 
confusion and help in the transition to the national and trade languages. The various linguistic and 
sociolinguistic factors have been shown above. This is not a new orthography; it has been used for many 
years by the Roman Catholic Church Mission. The major problem has been inconsistent spelling of 
borrowed words, i.e., adding unnecessary letters and so only adding confusion. In a 1951 reader only the 
letters <a, b, d, e, f, g, i, j, k, l, m, n, o, p, r, s, t, u, v> were taught. The people are already using the 
orthography as here proposed. Previously French priests were opposed to changing <j> to <y>. They have 
all left and the people do not write with <j> but instead use <y>. So to keep <j> would be to have people 
write to please some expatriates who are gone. Presently the Roman Catholic Church Mission is mostly run 
by nationals who are new to the area and so they have no knowledge of the language or preference for 
orthographic conventions; thus they have no attitude to orthography changes. 
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13. LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 
Following is a list of the abbreviations used in this paper (See Bradshaw 1992 for further discussion 

on these): 
 
  1p  first person plural 
  1s  first person singular 
  EMP emphatic 
  IRR irrealis 
  PERF perfective 
  SEP separate (aspect) 


